
Pattachitra Style Wooden
Kumkum Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01171
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Treasuring and restoring folk art of Pattachitra through a 3.5 inch wooden kumkum
box is speechless. This beautifully handmade blunt sindoor daani is made by the
artisans of CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Wood Dimension(HWL): 3.5 x 3 x 3 inch  Height:
3.5 inch Characteristics of the kumkum box:

It's a  wooden box to store kumkum/Haldi.
The wooden box has the Pattachitra of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra, and Subhadra.
Its size won't take up much space in the dressing unit, due to its tiny size.
It almost takes very small space, if you wanna carry it to your vanity beg.
You can also make it a decor piece in the showcase.
The Pattachitra art form is known for its intricate details as well as mythological narratives
and folktales inscribed in it. It is needless to say it has not been limited to the canvas only
the skillful artisans have featured the paint in various decor pieces.

 The functionality of the wooden Sindoor box:

The box is generally used to store kumkum or Haldi.
On an auspicious occasion like marriage, it can prove to be a beneficial gifting piece for the
bride.
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Apart from storing vermillion, you can treasure some of your precious jewelry like rings
given to you on your purpose day.
The earrings were gifted to you by your husband in Karwachauth.
A stone is the precious one, which you want to treasure for your future, and can be
restored in the box.

How to take care of a wooden kumkum box:

Benefits from love and maintenance to keep the sindoor Daani looking its best.
When cleaning, with a soft cloth buff the wooden box each day.
 Never use abrasive cleaning products or a harsh scrubber to clean. It might scratch the
surface and ruin the finish

Lord Jagannath Wooden Sindoor
Box / Sindoora Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01169
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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Hand Made Wooden Sindoor
Pedi Pattachitra Painted 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01168
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Hand Crafted Wooden Wedding
Sindoor Case 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01167
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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Hand Crafted Wooden Sindur
Dani / Sindhora Box 3 inch
Read More
SKU: 01166
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

A beautiful sindoor Box made from wood will embellish your dressing area. Rooted in
Indian culture. This product holds importance for every married woman, traditional
colors, and most importantly flaunting the Pattachitra folk art of Odisha making it
more precious. Material: Wood Art Type: Pattachitra art Dimension(HWL): 3 x 3 x 3 inch
Height: 3 inch Depiction of the wooden sindoor Daani:

The product depicted here is a wooden Sindoor box debossed with Pattachitra.
Pristinely adorned with the paintings of Lord Jagannath's, Baladev's, and Subhadra's
images.
The hand-crafted wooden sindoor box reflects the artistic brilliance and elegance of your
vanity.
Made up of hand-picked lumber with a slick surface and has been crafted by skilled
artisans from Odisha.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

Add a splendid accessory to your dressing table the "wooden Sindoor box".
If you are a collector of decorative goods then this wooden sindoor Daani is proven to be
the best choice for you.
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Due to its small size, it does not require much space in your dressing table or makeup
pouch.
Apart from Haldi and vermillion, you can store miniature accessories too.
Sindoor Daani is widely auspicious in marriage, rituals, worshipping, and also as a decor
piece so don't hesitate to gift them to your dear one at festive events.

How to clean wooden sindoor Daani:

Wooden art pieces are useful and beautiful means for any home.
Use a clean tea towel to wipe the box down, repeat if necessary.
Frequent cleaning will elevate the longevity and the texture of the sindoor Daani.

Pattachitra Art Wooden Sindoor
Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01165
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Pattachitra art wooden sindoor box crafted from wood which is considered to be a
sacred material and traditionally used in home decorations. It is a vibrant and stylish
showpiece, so go ahead and buy with confidence. Material: Wood Art Type: Patachitra
art Dimension(HWL): 3.5 x 2.7 x 2.7 inch Height: 3.5 inch Characterization of the
wooden sindoor daani:

The product shown here is a wooden Sindoor box cast with Pattachitra.
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Immaculately embellished with imprints of green and pink leaf all around giving it a
charming look.
The hand-crafted wooden sindoor box repercuss the creative splendor and elegance of
your vanity.
Made up of hand-picked timber with a greasy surface and has been crafted by experienced
artisans from Odisha.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

The "wooden Sindoor box" spruces up the look of your dressing table.
Collectors of imaginative goods will find this wooden sindoor Daani having Pattachitra art
very enchanting.
Whether you want to carry it in your vanity bag or keep it on your vanity table, it will not
cause any clutter among others due to its small size.
Asunder from Haldi and vermillion, you can also store your precious tiny accessories.
Sindoor Daani is widely auspicious in marriage, rituals, and worship, and as a decor piece,
proven to be the best gifting piece on several occasions.

Cleaning and maintaining wooden surfaces:

This quick and effective method will teach you how to clean wood and lift off years of
embedded dust and buildup from your favorite pieces.
Gently wipe the surface, and the dirt will start to lift up straight away.
Give it a good buff from time to time.
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Wooden Sindoor Box Pattachitra
Art 3 in
Read More
SKU: 01164
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you a lovely and unique Sindoor box with Patachitra art,
perfect for your makeup collection or gifting. Material: Wood Dimension(HWL): 3 x 2.5
x 2.5 inch Depiction of the wooden sindoor Daani:

The product described here is a wooden Sindoor box with Pattachitra.
Perfectly decorated with paintings of Lord Jagannath's, Baladev's, and Subhadra's pictures,
the wooden box looks sleek and gorgeous.
The most important fact is, that intricately hand-painted gives it a special touch and uplifts
its importance.
This decorative item is handcrafted and made up of handpicked wood with a smooth
surface and has been crafted by skilled artisans from Odisha. The colors used are organic
and non-toxic too.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

This splendid sindoor box can glorify your vanity desk.
This sindoor box is an ideal choice for someone who likes to collect creative goods.
They don't occupy much space at the vanity desk or in the handbag because of their small
size.
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Not only Kumkum, but you can also store small accessories of yours like a precious ring,
Earring, or any stone.
A brilliant gifting option for the bride or in Puja, rituals, housewarming ceremonies, etc.

How to clean wooden sindoor Daani:

Wooden toys are incredibly low maintenance due to their natural antibacterial quality and
mostly won’t need cleaning more than once a month.
Never soak wooden boxes, it’ll cause them to swell and change shape.
As long as you know how to clean wooden accessories effectively, they should continue
looking great for generations.
Wipe with a dry cloth to remove any dirt or debris.

Jagannath Jiu Wooden Sindoor
Box 2.8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01163
Price: ₹1,568.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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Garden Umbrella (GU-04)
Read More
SKU: 00571
Price: ₹12,320.00 Original price was: ₹12,320.00.₹
11,200.00Current price is: ₹11,200.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, lawn umbrella, outdoor umbrella,
terrace umbrella

Product Description
Summers, means a long vacation, but is the sun spoiling your fun? So here is the perfect
summer gift that you need to spend quality time with your family at the beach or your lawn
without the sun hindering it. This giant colorful umbrella with simple elegant patterns will keep
the sun away from you so that you don’t get homesick this summer. The green, blue, yellow
and red is bright summer colors with beautiful chandua patterns and tiny circular mirrors within
the patterns which looks amazing and is quite captivating. So grab this beautiful piece from our
site crafts Odisha at a very affordable price.
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Red thread flower design dokra
beaded necklace
Read More
SKU: 00546
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
Accessories are meant to amplify your beauty and charm as well as an add-on to your
fashionable outlook. This beautiful dokra necklace makes a perfect teammate for your Indian as
well as your western attires. Wear it like a choker along with your maxi dresses or add it along
with your anarkalis. It will definitely make a style statement and is meant for all the fashion
divas out there irrespective of their age. So grab this amazing red thread beaded dokra
necklace at a very affordable price.
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The blue sea- dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00559
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This beautiful neck piece will enhance your appearance and will create a style statement. This
amazing choker necklace from crafts Odisha gives the perfect definition of beauty. Its circular
brass plate has precise linings and design which gives this necklace an amazing texture. It has
blue thread work with beads attached to it at equidistantly. Get this amazing handcrafted
accessory from crafts Odisha at a very reasonable price.
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Sandstone Natural Rubbing
Stone Chandan Patta 5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01267
Price: ₹2,240.00 Original price was: ₹2,240.00.₹
2,016.00Current price is: ₹2,016.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

The traditional rubbing stone Chandan Patta is a method in India to get the best
paste of Chandan or to make Kids Ghutti & grinding some herbs or for Puja purposes.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 2 x 5 x 5 inch Characterization of the
elemental stone sculptures:

The above stone sculpture is a Chandan Patta made from Sandstone stone.
It's a round-shaped unsharpened sculpture with a coarse surface that helps the grinding
process.
Whether detailed or plain, the artisans of Odisha never fail to appease the buyer with their
prowess in carving stone sculptures.

The uses of the Chandan Patta:

Very useful for rubbing sandalwood or any other wood intended for religious purposes.
The Patta can be used as a base for small statues.
You can place Kalash over it also for adequate stability and put it on the threshold.
You can make use of the Chandan Patta with a lamp / candle. It might just be an excellent
spot for it.
You could throw any small statuette in the Chandan Patta.
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Cleaning guide for the Chandan Patta:

Make the statues look all new at any time. You may be wondering how to keep it clean?
Here are the things you need to do.
Submerge the sculpture in the water. Wash the sculpture with a clean cloth or sponge
dipped in soapy water. Use the brush dipped in soapy water to clean the harder-to-reach
areas. (the tiny holes).
Dry the sculpture with a soft clean dry towel to remove excess moisture.

Sandstone Natural Chandan
Chakla or Chandan Patta 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01266
Price: ₹2,240.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you the handcrafted Natural Sandstone Naural Chandan Patta
/ Chakla. The traditional grinding method in India for Puja. Not for only rubbing but
you can also use it for Thakurji Simhasan. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(
HWL): 2 x 6 x 6 inch
Depiction of the stone sculptures:

The stone sculpture shown here is a Chandan Patta or Chakla made from Sandstone.
 The blunt-shaped sculpture can be utilized for multiple purposes.
Whether complicated or plain, the artisans of Odisha never disappoint the buyer with their
expertise in sculpting on stone.
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The usefulness of the Chandan Patta:

Use to rub the sandalwood, or any other wood intended for religious intents.
 The Chandan Patta can be used for placing small statues/statuettes.
 You can also seat a Kalash over it.
 It might just be the perfect spot for placing a small lamp/Diya or candle to illuminate.
You could cast any small figurine in the Chandan Patta, it would look like a piece of art.

Cleaning and restoring Sandstone stone Chandan Patta:

Sought after its stunning rustic color, capability to withstand natural elements without
decaying, and renewability.
Unlike many other stone products, Sandstone also requires little maintenance and is
exceptionally durable. With proper care, your piece will keep its look for many years.
Use a mixture of mild soap and water, such as liquid dish-washing soap, to clean the
surface of your stone Chandan Patta.
Use a soft scrub brush or irrigate the surface with a clean, damp cloth. Allow the stone
sculptures to dry.

Garden Umbrella (GU-05)
Read More
SKU: 00572
Price: ₹12,320.00 Original price was: ₹12,320.00.₹
10,640.00Current price is: ₹10,640.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, lawn umbrella, outdoor umbrella,
terrace umbrella, Umbrella

Product Description
This giant umbrella with alternate yellow and blue clothes with varied red patterns on it is the
perfect summer essential you need to enjoy your summer vacation at beach or forest without
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the fear of sun spoiling all the fun. The chandua design on the umbrella designed by the skilled
craftsmen of Odisha will leave you speechless. So grab this beauty at a very affordable price
from CRAFTS ODISHA.

Garden Umbrella (GU-06)
Read More
SKU: 00573
Price: ₹20,160.00 Original price was: ₹20,160.00.₹
16,800.00Current price is: ₹16,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, lawn umbrella, outdoor umbrella,
terrace umbrella

Product Description
Do you like going for picnics? Or do you have a lawn to have a gala time with your family? So
here is the perfect product you need to beat that sun away from spoiling your favourite time.
Grab this giant umbrella with chandua print straight from the skilled craftsmen of Odisha at a
very affordable price. The green and blue combination along with red design at the edges as
well as the beautiful peacock patch work all over the umbrella makes it captivating and is really
attractive. So don’t wait for too long and grab this amazing summer essential before it’s too
late.
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Garden Umbrella (GU-07)
Read More
SKU: 00574
Price: ₹20,160.00 Original price was: ₹20,160.00.₹
16,800.00Current price is: ₹16,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, handicrafts, lawn umbrella, outdoor
umbrella, rain umbrella, summer essential, terrace
umbrella, Umbrella

Product Description
Do you like going for picnics? Or do you have a lawn to have a gala time with your family? So
here is the perfect product you need to beat that sun away from spoiling your favourite time.
Grab this giant umbrella with colorful chandua print on the green base, straight from the skilled
craftsmen of Odisha at a very affordable price. The colorful design and beautiful pattern makes
it captivating and really attractive. So don’t wait for too long and grab this amazing summer
essential before it’s too late.
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Garden Umbrella (GU-03)
Read More
SKU: 00570
Price: ₹10,080.00 Original price was: ₹10,080.00.₹
8,960.00Current price is: ₹8,960.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, outdoor umbrella, terrace umbrella

Product Description
This giant maroon colored umbrella can the perfect gift for your family to spend some quality
time without letting the sun steal away the real vacation fun. This beautiful umbrella with
chandua print designed by the skilled craftsmen of Odisha will leave you spellbound. The
colorful patterns and the beautiful designs along with the elephant patches at the edge of this
umbrella makes it captivating and is really attractive. So don’t wait for too long and grab this
amazing summer essential before it’s too late at a very reasonable price from CRAFTS ODISHA.
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Blue thread flower design dokra
beaded necklace
Read More
SKU: 00547
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This attractive piece of the traditional necklace will amplify your beauty and charm as well as
an add-on to your fashionable outlook. This beautiful dokra necklace makes a perfect addition
to your Indian as well as your western attires. Add a little pinch of edgy appearance to your
daily look with this blue beaded dokra necklace. Wear it like a choker along with your maxi
dresses or add it along with your anarkalis. So, grab this ageless beauty at a very affordable
price from crafts Odisha.
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Brass Sun red thread dokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00549
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This unique brass dokra necklace will add some pinch of glamour to your everyday boring look.
It is handcrafted and has a beautiful sun design on it which is crafted with precision. It will go
well along with Indian as well as western attires and will give you an edgy look which most girl
really love. There is no age for wearing accessories and this necklace is ageless for all the
beautiful ladies out there.
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The bohemian shield- dhokra
beaded necklace
Read More
SKU: 00553
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This amazing brass plated handcrafted dokra necklace is a perfect accessory to be teamed up
with your everyday boring look to add on some bit of aesthetics and glamour. This necklace has
black thread works binding tiny brass beads with equidistant gaps. The square brass plate has
amazing design crafted on it which is a live example of the creativity and skill of the artisans of
Odisha. This necklace will give you an edgy look and will amplify your appearance and beauty.
There is no age limit to look beautiful so grab this timeless beauty for yourself and create a
style statement.
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Magnificent shield- dhokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00556
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
this unique dokra necklace piece is a perfect definition of beauty. Its square brass plate has
straight line patterns on its four sides and on the upper two corner has precisely curved linings
which give this necklace an amazing texture. It has red and green thread work with beads of
different sizes attached to it at equidistant intervals. Get this amazing handcrafted accessory
from crafts Odisha at a very reasonable price.
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Enchanting opulence- dhokra
beaded necklace
Read More
SKU: 00557
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
Elegant statement necklace in oxidized nickel-tone brass beads worked with black cord. This is
a Traditional Indian tribal beads blended into a modern style. It is a significant item of tribal
people in Odisha. This will add glam to your appearance with its edgy yet attractive look. This
precisely handcrafted and can be worn by women or ladies or girls. It is quite a piece which will
grab your attention. So get this exquisite piece from crafts Odisha at a very reasonable price.
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The brass shield- dhokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00558
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This dokra accessory will increase your beauty and charm as well as add-on to your fashionable
outlook. Wear it like a choker along with your maxi dresses or team it up along with your
anarkalis. It will definitely make a style statement and is meant for all the fashion divas. So grab
this amazing red thread beaded dokra necklace with a circular brass plated pendant at a very
affordable price.
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Sun medal multicolour string
dhokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00560
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
Here this exotic neckpiece is an amazing exhibition of the skill of the tribal mass of Odisha.
Here the circular pendant is tied along with the blue cyan and iron red cord with beads
beautifully decorated. The brass pendant is handcrafted and has a precise sun design which is
adding on to the beauty of the necklace. This masterpiece will extract the true beauty in you
and attract every eye towards you. Grab this edgy necklace to enhance your personality from
crafts Odisha at a very affordable price.
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